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ABSTRACT The aggregation of the protein a-synuclein (a-Syn) leads to different synucleinopathies. We recently showed that
structurally distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs trigger either Parkinson’s disease or multiple system atrophy hallmarks in vivo.
Here, we establish a structural-molecular basis for these observations. We show that distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs bind
to and cluster differentially at the plasma membrane in both primary neuronal cultures and organotypic hippocampal slice
cultures from wild-type mice. We demonstrate a polymorph-dependent and concentration-dependent seeding. We show a poly-
morph-dependent differential synaptic redistribution of a3-Naþ/Kþ-ATPase, GluA2 subunit containing a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors, and GluN2B-subunit containing N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, but not GluA1
subunit containing a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid and metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 receptors.
We also demonstrate polymorph-dependent alteration in neuronal network activity upon seeded aggregation of a-Syn. Our find-
ings bring new, to our knowledge, insight into how distinct a-Syn polymorphs differentially bind to and seed monomeric a-Syn
aggregation within neurons, thus affecting neuronal homeostasis through the redistribution of synaptic proteins.
SIGNIFICANCE Different synucleinopathies (Parkinson’s disease, multiple system atrophy, dementia with Lewy bodies)
are the consequence of the aggregation of a-synuclein (a-Syn) into high-molecular-weight assemblies that possess
distinct intrinsic structures (polymorphs). This study shows that distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs’ initial binding and
clustering to the plasma membrane are tightly linked to subsequent pS129-a-Syn aggregate accumulation. Distinct fibrillar
a-Syn polymorphs differentially redistribute synaptic proteins and differentially alter neuronal network activity. This study
suggests that distinct a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs’ differential interaction with cellular components leads to distinct
synucleinopathies.
INTRODUCTION

Synucleinopathies are a class of neurodegenerative diseases
that have in common the aggregation of the protein a-synu-
clein (a-Syn). They comprise Parkinson’s disease (PD)
without or with dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies, mul-
tiple system atrophy (MSA), and Gaucher disease (1,2). It
has been proposed that different synucleinopathies are the
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consequence of the aggregation of a-Syn into high-molecu-
lar-weight assemblies that possess distinct intrinsic struc-
tures (2,3). Indeed, a-Syn’s chameleon property yields
multiple conformations, allowing the formation of fibrillar
assemblies with distinct structures and surfaces that dictate
their growth and clearance propensities. Experimental evi-
dence for polymorph-pathology interdependence came
from recent works (4–7) in which different a-Syn fibrillar
polymorph injections in rodent brains yielded phenotypes
characteristic of PD and MSA.

The distinct intrinsic architectures different a-Syn poly-
morphs possess are due to the different amino acid stretches
involved in their amyloid cores (5). Given that different
amino acid stretches are involved in distinct a-Syn poly-
morph amyloid cores (5,8), those they expose at their sur-
faces also differ (9). The tip and the side surfaces of
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pathogenic a-Syn fibrillar assemblies possess have to be
considered separately. The growing ends define the rate at
which they elongate by recruitment of monomeric a-Syn
in conformations that can establish highly complementary
interactions. The amino acid stretches exposed on the sides
of distinct a-Syn polymorphs define what membranous
components, in particular plasma membrane proteins, they
can interact with. Recent studies reported the interaction
of exogenous fibrillar a-Syn with extracellularly exposed
membrane proteins (10,11). The presence of those protein
partners and their abundance on the neuronal plasma mem-
brane define the tropism of distinct a-Syn polymorphs to-
ward cell populations within the central nervous system.

After binding and uptake of fibrillar a-Syn, seeding oc-
curs (12). This is accompanied in cell cultures and in vivo
by post-translational modifications ranging from proteolytic
cleavages to phosphorylation, ubiquitination, etc. of newly
aggregated endogenous a-Syn. Efficient seeding of
neuronal a-Syn by exogenous fibrils has been demonstrated
(13). Organotypic slice cultures represent a powerful alter-
native to primary neuronal cultures because they allow as-
sessing seeding and propagation of infectious proteins in a
context in which neuronal circuits are maintained partially
intact. Organotypic slices have been indeed widely used to
study prion pathology (14–16). Here, we show that five
distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs (fibrils, ribbons, fibrils-
91, fibrils-65, and fibrils-110) bind to and cluster differen-
tially at the plasma membrane in both primary neuronal
cultures and organotypic hippocampal slice cultures from
wild-type (WT) mice. We demonstrate a polymorph-depen-
dent and concentration-dependent seeding. We prove that a
fibrillar polymorph’s initial binding and clustering to the
plasma membrane is tightly linked to subsequent
pS129-a-Syn aggregate accumulation. We also report a
fibrillar-polymorph-dependent differential synaptic redistri-
bution of the a3-subunit of sodium/potassium-ATPase
(a3-NKA), GluA2 subunit containing a-amino-3-hydroxy-
5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (GluA2-AMPA) recep-
tors, and GluN2B-subunit containing N-methyl-D-aspartate
(GluN2B-NMDA) receptors. We also demonstrate fibrillar-
polymorph-dependent alteration in neuronal network activ-
ity upon seeded aggregation of a-Syn. Altogether, our
findings suggest that distinct a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs
differentially affect neuronal homeostasis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation, labeling, and characterization of
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs

The expression and purification of humanWT a-Syn was performed as pre-

viously described (17). A variant human a-Syn in which serine 129 residue

was changed to alanine (S129A a-Syn) was generated by site-directed

mutagenesis. This variant cannot be phosphorylated in neurons on S129,

the main phosphorylation site for a-Syn. S129A a-Syn was purified exactly

like WT a-Syn. WT a-Syn or S129A a-Syn was incubated in buffer A to
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obtain the fibrillar polymorph ‘‘fibrils’’ (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5),

150 mM KCl), in buffer B for ‘‘ribbons’’ (5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)), in

buffer C for ‘‘fibrils-65’’ (20 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid hy-

drate (pH 6.5), 150 mM NaCl), and in buffer D for ‘‘fibrils-91’’ (20 mM

KPO4 (pH 9.1)) at 37�C under continuous shaking in an Eppendorf Ther-

momixer (Hamburg, Germany) set at 600 rotations per minute (rpm) for

4–7 days (5,18). A truncated human a-Syn spanning residues 1–110 was

generated by introducing two stop codons after residue 110 by site-directed

mutagenesis. This variant was purified exactly like full-length a-Syn and

was assembled into the fibrillar structure ‘‘fibrils-110’’ in buffer A

(50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM KCl). The fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs

were centrifuged twice at 15,000 � g for 10 min and resuspended twice in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 1,446 g/L. All preformed assemblies

were labeled with ATTO-488 NHS-ester, ATTO-550 NHS-ester, or

ATTO-647N NHS-ester (#AD 488-3, AD 550-35, and AD 647N-35,

respectively; Atto-Tec, Siegen, Germany) fluorophore following the manu-

facturer’s instructions and/or biotin using EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-Biotin (sulfo-

succinimidobiotin; Perbio Science, Cramlington, UK) using a protein/dye

tag ratio of 1:2. The labeling reactions were arrested by addition of

1 mM Tris (pH 7.5). The unreacted fluorophore was removed by a final cy-

cle of two centrifugations at 15,000� g for 10 min and resuspensions of the

pellets in PBS. Mass spectrometry was used to quantify the number of

incorporated ATTO or biotin molecules per a-Syn monomer within the

fibrillar assemblies as previously described (10,19). This labeling protocol

typically yields %1 ATTO or biotin molecule incorporated per a-Syn

monomer on average (Fig. S8). The quality control of human recombinant

monomeric WTor S129A a-Syn and the fibrillar polymorphs they generate

and that of a-Syn 1–110 was carried out as previously described (5,18). The

fibrillar polymorphs were fragmented by sonication for 20 min in 2-mL Ep-

pendorf tubes in a Vial Tweeter powered by an ultrasonic processor

UIS250v (250 W, 2.4 kHz; Hielscher Ultrasonic, Teltow, Germany) to

generate fibrillar particles with an average size of 42–52 nm that are suit-

able for endocytosis.

For transmission electron microscopy, the assemblies were adsorbed on

200 mesh carbon-coated electron microscopy grids and imaged after nega-

tive staining with 1% uranyl acetate before and after fragmentation using a

JEOL 1400 electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). For fibrillar poly-

morph fingerprint analysis, we used degradation by proteinase K. Aliquots

of fibrillar assemblies were removed before or after addition of proteinase

K (3.8 mg mL�1), denatured in boiling Laemmli buffer for 5 min at 90�C,
subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE) on 12% polyacrylamide gels, and stained by Coomassie

coloration.
Organotypic slice culture and protocol for
seeding with fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs

Slice were cultured in MEM (minimal essential medium, Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA) medium supplemented with 20% heat-inacti-

vated horse serum (Eurobio, Les Ulis, France), 2 mM Glutamax 100

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgSO4, 2 mM MgCl2,

11 mM d-Glucose, 5 mM NaHCO3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and

20 mM Hepes (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (20). Before dissection, six-

well dishes were prepared with 900 mL of culture media with a millicell

insert (30-mm biopore polytetrafluoroethylene membrane, type CM, 0.4

mm; Millipore, Burlington, MA). Hippocampi were dissected from P3 to

P5 C57BL/6 mice and kept on ice in PBS (1�)-glucose (1�) solution.

Hippocampi were sliced (400 mm) using a McIllwain tissue chopper

(Mickle Laboratory, Gainesville, FL) and separated in the prewarmed cul-

ture medium. Four to six slices were plated on millicell inserts in each six-

well dishes. Slices were maintained for 28 days, with medium changed

twice a week. Exposure to a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs was performed on

day 14. Fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs were diluted in fresh culture medium

and applied on top of the slices for 15 min, followed by three

washes with culture medium. The millicells were then transferred to new
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six-well dishes containing fresh medium. Microglial cells were depleted us-

ing colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor inhibitor, PLX3397. The inhibitor

was supplemented in the culture medium (10 mM) starting from day 7 until

the end of the experiment, i.e., day 28. Notably, by day 14, when fibrillar

a-Syn exposure was performed, microglial cells were completely depleted.
Exposure concentrations

The fibrillar polymorph concentration is expressed throughout the work as

monomer-equivalent concentration. The amount of aggregated a-Syn

within all fibrillar polymorphs was determined by ultracentrifugation and

measurement of the amount of monomeric a-Syn in the supernatant. The

fibrillar assemblies were fragmented to the similar size (Fig. 1, A and B).

In primary neurons, short-term experiments (binding and dynamics) were

performed at 50 nM concentration. Seeding experiments were performed

at 250 nM (15 min exposure, followed by wash) because no seeding was

detected for the fibril polymorph at 50 nM concentration. For organotypic

slices, seeding experiments were performed at 750 and 1500 nM (15 min

exposure, followed by wash). Control conditions refer to 1� PBS buffer

exposure.
Primary neuronal culture and protocol for
seeding with fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs

Primary neuronal culture was performed as described previously

(10,21,22). Freshly dissociated (trypsin) hippocampi were plated (105

cells/well in a 12-well dish containing an 18-mm coverslip) in neuronal

attachment media consisting of 10% horse serum (Eurobio), 1 mM so-

dium pyruvate (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2 mM Glutamax-100X

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) in MEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 3 h. The attachment

medium was replaced, and cells were maintained in serum-free neuro-

basal medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with B27 (Gibco,

Gaithersburg, MD) and 2 mM Glutamax-100X. Exposure to fibrillar

a-Syn polymorphs was performed at days in vitro 14 (DIV 14). Fibrillar

a-Syn polymorphs were diluted in fresh neurobasal medium. The ‘‘cell-

conditioned neurobasal medium’’ was replaced with fibrillar a-Syn con-

taining neurobasal medium for 15 min, the former kept aside at 37�C. Af-
ter 15 min exposure, fibrillar-a-Syn-containing medium was removed,

and the well was washed thrice. Lastly, the cells were replenished with

‘‘cell-conditioned neurobasal medium’’ and transferred back to the incu-

bator until DIV 21.
Immunolabeling, antibodies used, and
quantifications

Immunolabeling was performed as per standard protocol. The antibodies

are listed in the table below. For organotypic slices, staining was performed

on free-floating sections. For this, slices were detached from millicells, fol-

lowed by blocking (0.25% gelatin and 0.2% Triton X-100 in 1� PBS) for

45 min. Slices were then incubated overnight with the appropriate primary

antibodies diluted in 0.125% gelatin and 0.2% Triton X-100 in 1� PBS. Af-

ter three washes (20 min each), slices were incubated with secondary anti-

bodies (1:1000, 3 h). After washing for 2–3 h, sections were mounted onto

glass slides using Vectashield (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA). Images were

acquired using a Leica confocal TCS SP8 microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Ger-

many) and processed using ImageJ, Metamorph (Molecular Devices, San

Jose, CA), and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

For primary neurons, blocking (3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1�
PBS) was performed for 30 min postpermeabilization (0.2% Triton X-100

in 3% BSA in 1� PBS, 10 min). No permeabilization step was required for

methanol fixation. Cells were then incubated in appropriate primary anti-

bodies diluted in 3% BSA in 1� PBS for 1 h. After three washes
(10 min each), slices were incubated with secondary antibodies (1:400,

45 min). After three washes (20 min), sections were mounted onto glass

slides using Vectashield (Vector Labs). Images were acquired using a Leica

inverted spinning disk microscope (DM5000B; Coolsnap HQ2 camera,

BioImaging Solutions, San Diego, CA; Cobolt Lasers, Solna, Sweden)

(Table 1).

Thresholding is based on wavelet-based segmentation as previously

described (10,21–23). Individual structures were identified (i.e., p129-a-

Syn aggregates, receptors, and synaptic clusters) to generate background-

free masks. The fluorescence intensity of the original images on top of these

masks were then computed. For p129-a-Syn, the sum of ‘‘intensity of all

structures’’ was calculated. For the two-color analysis, ‘‘colocalization’’ is

defined when there was an overlap between the thresholded clusters of

two images. ‘‘Intensity of cluster’’ is defined as total fluorescence intensity

per cluster. For each image, the values of all clusters were averaged within

the field.
Endocytosis assay

To distinguish between cell-surface and internalized spots, a-Syn fibrils

were tagged with biotin þ ATTO488 dyes. Neuronal conditioned medium

was removed (stored at 37�C) and replaced with fresh neurobasal culture

medium 15 min before exposure. Live neurons were exposed with fibrillar

polymorphs for 1 h in an incubator, followed by three washes with pre-

warmed culture medium. The cells were allowed to recover (4 or 8 h) or

not (0 h) in neuronal conditioned medium. At the end of each time point,

cells were fixed using cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) on ice to prevent

membrane rupture due to fixation. Cell-surface biotinþ ATTO488 were re-

vealed using streptavidin555 (1:1000, 10 min) followed by extensive

washes. Spots positive for biotin-streptavidin555 and ATTO-488 are local-

ized at the cell surface, whereas ATTO4-88-only spots represent endocy-

tosed spots. Quantification was performed as described in the previous

paragraph.
Sarkosyl extraction

Neurons were plated on a 10-cm dish and exposed to a-Syn polymorphs

(250 nM) on DIV 14 and harvested on DIV 21. Cells were washed one

time in ice-cold PBS (1�) and then scraped in 1 mL 1� PBS. The cells

were pelleted, and 500 mL extraction buffer was added. Extraction buffer

was composed of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 0.8 M NaCl, 1 mM EGTA,

10% (w/v) sucrose, and 1% sarkosyl supplemented with protease (Roche,

Basel, Switzerland) and phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) inhib-

itor cocktails as described recently (24). The cell suspension was incubated

at 37�C, gently shaken at 300 rpm for 30 min, and then centrifuged at

1000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was collected and probed byWestern

blotting. 12% gels without stacking layer were used. The following

antibodies were used: p129-a-Syn (81A, MABN826, 1:1000; Millipore);

mouse-specific a-Syn (D37A6, 4179S, 1:1000; Cell Signaling Technology,

Danver, MA), and tubulin (DM1A, Ab7291, 1:2500; Abcam,

Cambridge, UK).
Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
imaging and quantifications

Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) imaging was per-

formed on exogenous fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs labeled with ATTO-

647N or on endogenous mouse p129-a-Syn inclusions labeled with mouse

monoclonal antibody (primary antibody: 81A, secondary antibody:

Alexa647). Imaging was performed under reducing condition with buffer

composed of PBS (pH 7.4), glucose (10%), b-mercaptoethylamine

(10 mM), glucose oxidase (0.5 mg/mL), and catalase (40 mg/mL) and de-

oxygenized with nitrogen (10). A total of 20,000 (ATTO-647N) or 40,000
Biophysical Journal 118, 1–20, March 24, 2020 3
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FIGURE 1 Characterization of five fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs. (A) Transmission electron micrographs of negatively stained a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs

fibrils, ribbons, fibrils-91, fibrils-65, and fibrils-110 before (upper lane) and after fragmentation (lower lane) are shown. (B) Length distribution of the frag-

mented fibrillar polymorphs is shown. The number (n) of fibrillar assemblies the histograms were derived from is indicated. (C) Proteinase K degradation

patterns of a-Syn (100 mM monomer concentration) polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, fibrils-91, fibrils-65, and the fibrillar form of the truncated form of a-Syn

spanning residues 1–110 monitored over time on Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (12%) are shown. Time (min) and molecular weight markers (kDa) are

shown on the top and left of each gel, respectively.
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TABLE 1 Antibodies Used for Immunolabeling and Quantification

Primary Antibody Host Supplier Fixation Protocol Dilution

Organotypic Slices

pS129-a-Syn (81A) mouse monoclonal Millipore MABN826

4% PFA

4�C
45 min

1:1200

p62/sequestosome-1 rabbit polyclonal Proteintech 55274-1-AP 1:1000

NeuN (neurons) mouse monoclonal Millipore MAB377 1:800

Iba1 rabbit polyclonal Wako 1:1000

Olig2 rabbit polyclonal Millipore AB9610 1:500

Primary Neurons

pS129-a-Syn (81A) mouse monoclonal Millipore MABN826

4% PFA

room temperature

10 min

1:1200

p62/sequestosome-1 rabbit polyclonal Abcam ab51253 1:1000

t (Axons) rabbit polyclonal Synaptic System 314003 1:1200

a3-NKA mouse monoclonal Thermo Fisher Scientific MA3-915 1:800

mGluR5 rabbit polyclonal Millipore AB5675 1:1200

vGluT1 guinea pig polyclonal Millipore AB5905 1:1000

GluA1-AMPA rabbit polyclonal Synaptic System 182003 1:1200

GluA2-AMPA rabbit polyclonal Synaptic System 182103 Methanol

�20�C
10 min

1:1200

GluN2B-NMDA mouse monoclonal NeuroMab 75-101 1:200
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(Alexa647) frames were acquired. STORM imaging was carried out on an

inverted Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a

100� oil- immersion objective (numerical aperture 1.49 with a micro-

scope-inbuilt 1.5� lens) using an Andor iXon electron multiplying charge

coupled device camera (image pixel size, 106 nm; Andor, Belfast, UK).

ATTO-647N/Alexa647 were imaged using a 639 nm laser (1 kW, used

at 500 mW) for a 50-ms exposure time. Single molecules were detected

and rendered with a pointing accuracy of 10 nm (Gaussian radius,

10 nm) using MATLAB. All the quantifications were performed using

open-source software ImageJ and Lama (25); the latter was used to

compute the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise

(DBSCAN) algorithm (26). DBSCAN allows the identification of clusters

in large spatial data sets by looking at the local density of points. Here,

after correcting for multiple detections in consecutive frames, a ‘‘density

threshold’’ of a minimum of 20 detections within a radial distance of

20 nm was used.

For single-particle-tracking (SPT)-STORM, neurons were exposed to

Photoactivable Janelia Farm 646-labeled a-Syn polymorphs (50 nM). Im-

aging was performed within 10 min of exposure to study the dynamic prop-

erties of fibrillar assemblies at the membrane. These photoactivable (off to

on) dyes are excellent for live-cell imaging, especially in SPT experiments,

in which they enable longer observations and better localization of individ-

ual fluorescent conjugates (27). Exposure and recording were performed in

Krebs recording medium (110 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1.5 mM CaCl2,

1.2 mM MgSO4, 25 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 20 mM Hepes,

10 mM glucose (pH 7.4)). Imaging was performed as recently described

(19). Photoactivable Janelia Farm 646 images were acquired at 50 Hz

(20 ms) using a 647 nm laser (0.5 kW, used at 200–300 mW) while pulse

activating with a 405 nm laser (100 mW power, used at 2–5 mW) for

6000 frames.

Hidden Markov model

The most probable model of diffusive states was inferred by a modified

version of vbSPT analysis software (28), which applies a Bayesian treat-

ment of hidden Markov models. This approach was recently imple-

mented in our work to track membrane proteins (19). The number of

trajectories analyzed were (each experiment) fibrils: 2982, 21,202,

12,041; ribbons: 17,322, 26,941, 33,225; and fibrils-91: 11,237,

12,694, 45,426. We assume that a-Syn single molecules remain in a

steady state within the short experimental observation time. This takes

into account 1) binding of new molecules to the membrane, 2) cluster

formation, and 3) dissociation of single molecules from clusters and tar-
geting to endocytosis compartments. The analysis vbSPT method uses a

maximal evidence criterion to determine the most probable number of

diffusive states from each set of observed data (n ¼ 3 experiments).

The script was allowed to freely choose between models with one,

two, or three possible states. Only the position coordinates of the mole-

cules in two successive time points were taken into account to construct

the model. Based on our previous data (19), prior values of D and dwell

time were 0.1 mm2/s and 50 frames (1000 ms), respectively. The minimal

length of trajectory was 2.
Multielectrode array recordings

Primary neuronal cultures were grown on 120-electrode multielectrode

array (MEA) plates (120MEA30/10iR-ITO; MultiChannel Systems, Reut-

lingen, Germany) at a density of 240,000 cells/plate. Neuronal activity

was sampled at 10 kHz using MultiChannel Experimenter software and

MEA2100-System (MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany). Cells

were kept in their culture medium during recordings. In these conditions,

cultured neurons maintain the same network activity for at least 60 min.

To avoid movement-induced artifacts, recordings were started 15 min after

translocation of MEAs from incubator to the recording stage. Analysis was

carried out on 10-min-long sessions for each plate. Spikes, considered as

point processes, were detected (56 standard deviations) in high-pass

(300 Hz)-filtered records. MEA plates were immediately put back in the

incubator after recording. Channels with a mean firing rate <0.1 Hz were

considered as nonspiking and discarded from further analyses. Signal pro-

cessing and all analyses of neuronal activity were carried out using home-

made software in MATLAB.

To compare the effect of treatments on network activity, the activity of 14

DIV cultures grown on MEAwas recorded as above. After recording, cul-

tures were let to recover at least 2 h in the incubator before application of

fibrillar polymorphs. 1 week later, MEA plates were recorded again. Results

are expressed as the normalized ratio of change between 14 DIV and 21

DIV to account for the inherent differences in network development be-

tween MEAs.
Graphs and statistics

Image analysiswere performedon ImageJandMATLAB.Graphswere plotted

and statistics performed on GraphPad Prism software. All plots show the dis-

tribution of values as box plots, detailedwithin the legend. Dot plots shows the
Biophysical Journal 118, 1–20, March 24, 2020 5
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averagedvalueper experiment.When both boxplot and dot plot are shown, the

statistical test is performed on the box plot data. A nonparametricMann-Whit-

ney has been performed to compare the distribution and tests whether the me-

dian of two groups are independent of each other.
RESULTS

Differential a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs binding
and clustering on primary neuronal cultures

We previously demonstrated the ability of monomeric a-Syn
to assemble into fibrillar polymorphs that differ through the
conformation the protein adopts within the fibrils and the
packing of a-Syn molecules within the fibrils under different
experimental conditions (5,8,18). The resulting pure poly-
morphs differ in their shape on transmission electron micro-
graphs (Fig. 1 A, top row). The polymorphs were fragmented
so that they have the same average length (Fig. 1 A, bottom
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row, and Fig. 1 B). They possess distinct limited proteolytic
patterns, with the exception of fibrils and fibrils-65, because
they expose differently proteinase K cleavage sites (Fig. 1 C).
These proteolytic patterns can be compared to ‘‘fingerprints,’’
reflecting the different conformations a-Syn molecules adopt
within distinct fibrillar polymorphs. They also exhibit distinct
physical and pathogenic properties (4,18).

To determine to what extent the intrinsic structure of
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs affect binding to neurons, we
exposedprimaryneurons atDIV21 to identical concentrations
of ATTO-550-labeled fibrils, ribbons, fibrils-91, fibrils-65,
and fibrils-110 (50 nM) (18) for 5 or 60 min. At these time
points, most of the fibrillar a-Syn remain bound to the plasma
membrane (10). The cultures were next immunolabeled for
Homer to identify excitatory synapses along the dendrites
(Fig. 2 A). The images reveal striking differences. Fibrils-91
bound to neurons with a much better efficiency as compared
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to the polymorph fibrils (threefold difference; Fig. 2 A, rows 1
and 3). In contrast, fibrils-65 and fibrils-110 bound to neurons
with much less efficiency than the a-Syn polymorph fibrils.
Ribbons bound to neurons with an efficiency significantly
higher than that of fibrils but lower than that of fibrils-91.
The ‘‘fluorescence of a-Syn cluster,’’ indicative of the size
of the cluster, and the ‘‘number of a-Syn clusters per mm2,’’
characteristic of density, were quantified (Fig. 2, B and C,
respectively). The size of a-Syn ribbon clusters was larger
than that of the fibrillar polymorph fibrils (Fig. 2 B), whereas
both exhibited similar density (Fig. 2 C). In contrast, the size
and density of a-Syn fibrils-91 clusters were significantly
larger than those ofa-Syn polymorph fibrils. Both the binding
efficiency and the density of the cluster fibrils-65 and fibrils-
110 formed on neurons were significantly lower than those
of the polymorph fibrils.

In the primary hippocampal neuronal cultures, 80–85%
synapses are excitatory. We therefore assessed the partial co-
localization and apposition of a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs
with the excitatory synapse marker Homer. Nearly 15–25%
of the clusters of the fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs that bound
efficiently to neurons (e.g., fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91) co-
localized with excitatory synapses (Fig. 2 D), independent of
the exposure time (5 or 60 min). The figure was smaller—0–
12% colocalization with Homer—for the two fibrillar poly-
morphs (fibrils-65 and fibrils-110) that bound significantly
less efficiently to neurons. This is in line with our previous
study, in which we reported that a-Syn fibrils form clusters
at both synaptic and extrasynaptic neurons and also on
axon and dendrites (Fig. S1; (10,29)). Our observations un-
doubtedly demonstrate that distinct a-Syn fibrillar poly-
morphs bind to and cluster on neuron plasma membrane to
different extents. We therefore conclude from these observa-
tions that the amino acid stretches exposed at the surfaces of
distinct pathogenic a-Syn fibrillar assemblies define the effi-
ciency with which they bind to neuronal plasma membranes.
Nanoscopic properties of fibrillar a-Syn fibrillar
polymorph clusters on neuronal membrane

Confocal imaging and threshold-based analysis (Fig. 2) are
biased toward larger clusters and provide no information
(A) is given, showing differential binding of the distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorph

showing predominantly clustered (90%) binding of the distinct fibrillar a-Syn-AT

as a cumulative distribution plot and box plot (inset, n ¼ fibrils: 7681, ribbons:

fibrils-91 populates clusters >200,000 nm2. The cumulative plot shows that the p

sentative example is given, showing single-molecule trajectories (colored) obta

morph at two magnifications. Trajectories were analyzed by Bayesian treatmen

three diffusive states of a-Syn polymorphs. (F) State 1 represents free, fast-diffu

small complexes; and state 3 represents a clustered fraction with very slow diffu

and dwell time within each diffusive state (H) and occupancy (I) for each polym

diffusive behavior. Each dot represents the averaged value of thousands of trajec

aged value per image, n ¼ 9 cells from three independent experiments. The box

dot plots in (G) and (H) show averaged value per recording (thousands of trajec

formed. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant. Scale bars, 1 mm.
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about diffused single molecules (nonclustered) and mole-
cules forming nanoclusters. These limitations are solved
by the use of super-resolution imaging. We therefore per-
formed STORM on fixed neurons exposed to the different
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs (50 nM, 60 min) labeled with
ATTO-647N dye, as in a previous study (10). Representative
rendered images of the fibrillar polymorphs fibrils, fibrils-
91, and ribbons with a pointing accuracy of 10 nm are
shown (Fig. 3 A, upper row). DBSCAN, a point-detection-
based clustering algorithm, was employed to confine anal-
ysis to authentic clusters (25,26) (Fig. 3 A, bottom row).
The densities of the polymorphs fibrils and ribbons bound
to neurons (single-molecule detections per mm2) (Fig. 3 B)
were similar but smaller (1.5-fold lower) than the density
observed for fibrils-91 (Fig. 3 B). Despite this, as much as
90% of all single-molecule detection events for all three
a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs were localized within the clus-
ters identified by DBSCAN (Fig. 3 C). These observations
clearly indicate that a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs have a
high propensity to form clusters on the plane of the plasma
membrane. The cumulative distribution of area of all clus-
ters (n ¼ fibrils: 7681, ribbons: 4600, fibrils-91: 8672)
shows a wide distribution. The distribution reveals signifi-
cant differences between the clusters the three fibrillar poly-
morphs form (Fig. 3 D). Compared to fibrils, the polymorph
ribbons populates small sized clusters (area < 5000 nm2).
The polymorph fibrils-91 populates very large clusters
(>200,000 nm2) that are observed neither for fibrils nor
ribbons.

We further performed SPT of a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs
on the plasma membrane of live neurons using STORM
(SPT-STORM). For this, preformed a-Syn fibrillar poly-
morphs were labeled using Photoactivable Janelia Farm
647 dye (27). This powerful imaging approach allowed us
to track the dynamic behavior of thousands of a-Syn single
fibrillar particles on neuron membranes and quantify their
dynamics before cluster formation. The measurements
were performed within 10 min after exposure of neurons
to a-Syn polymorphs (50 nM) to track specifically mem-
brane-bound assemblies. Representative images (Fig. 3 E)
show single-particle trajectories of a-Syn fibrils-91 at two
magnifications. By using variational Bayesian treatment of
s. (C) The proportion of single-molecule detections within clusters is given,

TO-647N polymorphs. (D) Measurement of area of clusters (mm2) is shown

4600, fibrils-91: 8672). The distribution shows that the fibrillar polymorph

olymorph ribbons populates the smallest clusters (<500 nm2). (E) A repre-

ined using SPT-STORM of the a-Syn-Photoactivable-646 fibrils-91 poly-

t of hidden Markov models (see Materials and Methods), which revealed

sing molecules; state 2 exhibits intermediate diffusion velocity, representing

sion velocity. (G–I) Plots showing averaged diffusion coefficient values (G)

orph are given. Note the ribbons polymorph exhibits characteristic different

tories for a given imaging field. The dot plots in (B) and (C) represent aver-

plot in (D) shows median, interquartile range, and 10–90% distribution. The

tories) from three independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney test was per-
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hidden Markov models (28) that combine information from
thousands of short single-particle trajectories, three diffu-
sive states of a-Syn were extracted with confidence. Parti-
cles in state 1 represent fast-diffusing, most likely single
fibrils; particles in state 2 exhibit intermediate diffusion ve-
locity and diffuse as small complexes; particles in state 3 are
characterized by slow diffusion velocity and represent clus-
tered a-Syn fibrillar assemblies (Fig. 3, F and G). Compar-
ison of the diffusion coefficients indicate that the
polymorphs fibrils and fibrils-91, but not ribbons, diffuse
identically in all three states. This indicates that the poly-
morphs ribbons and fibrils/fibrils-91 interact differentially
with membrane components. Single molecules can ex-
change between diffusive states (Fig. 3 F); therefore, we
quantified the dwell time of a single molecule in a given
diffusive state. All a-Syn polymorphs exhibit a higher dwell
time in state 3 (i.e., in the clustered state (Fig. 3 H))
compared to nonclustered states (state 1 and 2). This vali-
dates the observation that a-Syn has a high propensity to
form clusters (Fig. 3 B). Interestingly, in diffusive state 3,
ribbons exhibit lower dwell-time values compared to fi-
brils/fibrils-91 (Fig. 3 H). This strongly suggests that the
clusters ribbons form are less stable than those fibrils and fi-
brils-91 yield. The occupancy time (i.e., the time spent by
single particles in each diffusive state) is plotted (Fig. 3 I).
The three polymorphs spend less time (20%) in state 1 (as
single particles) compared to states 2 and 3 (in a larger com-
plex), indicating cluster formation after diffusion.
Time-dependent endocytosis of fibrillar
assemblies

After binding to the membrane, fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs
are internalized (30,31). We quantified the rate of initial
endocytosis of distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs because
this is key for subsequent seeding within neuronal cells. Pri-
mary mature neurons at DIV 21 were exposed to fibrillar
a-Syn polymorphs for 1 h (50 nM, dual labeled with biotin
and ATTO-488) (Fig. 4 A), followed by removal of unbound
assemblies. Cells were fixed immediately (0 h condition) or
after 4 or 8 h of exposure. Whereas total (surface þ endocy-
tosed) a-Syn polymorphs were detected based on ATTO-
488 fluorescence, those at the cell surface were detected
using streptavidin550, which binds to biotin. ATTO-488
spots that did not colocalize with streptavidin550 spots de-
picted endocytosed fibrillar a-Syn. As shown in the repre-
sentative example (Fig. 4 B), a small proportion of fibrillar
a-Syn polymorphs were endocytosed (green only spots)
within this time frame. Quantification showed a small but
significant time-dependent increase in the number of inter-
of a-Syn clusters were on the cell surface (overlay, yellow). Internalized fibrilla

dependent increase in fibrillar a-Syn polymorph endocytosis is observed. The bo

Whitney test was performed to compare the distributions; 30 images from thre

significant. Dot plot shows the averaged value per experiment.
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nalized fibrillar a-Syn spots for all three polymorphs
(Fig. 4 C). Notably, for all fibrillar polymorphs, 5–15%
spots were found endocytosed; the remaining fraction was
localized at the plasma membrane. This contrasts with
fibrillar a-Syn polymorph differential binding and suggests
that the rate of endocytosis of various a-Syn polymorphs of
similar length is independent from their intrinsic structures
in agreement with previous observations (30).
Differential seeding by fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs
in primary neuronal cultures

To determine whether the differential binding of distinct
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs reflects in their seeding propen-
sity, we assessed quantitatively the aggregation of endoge-
nous a-Syn using mature primary neuronal cultures.
Hippocampal neurons at DIV 14, when synapses and spines
(32) are formed, were exposed to the three fibrillar a-Syn
polymorphs that bind best to neurons (i.e., fibrils, ribbons,
and fibrils-91) for 15 min (250 nM). At DIV 21, cells
were fixed and immunolabeled for pS129-a-Syn using
81A antibody (Fig. 5 A). A few processes (nearly three to
five on an 18-mm coverslip with 100,000 cells plated)
were pS129-a-Syn positive after exposure of neurons to
the polymorphs fibrils (Fig. 5, B and C). The number of
pS129-a-Syn-positive processes was significantly larger
upon exposure of neurons to the polymorph ribbons and
even larger upon exposure to the polymorph fibrils-91
(Fig. 5, B and C). The pS129-a-Syn we detected is of endog-
enous nature because similar results were obtained with
exogenous fibrillar polymorphs made of an a-Syn version
(a-Syn S129A) that cannot be phosphorylated on serine res-
idue 129 (Fig. S2). As expected, pS129-a-Syn immunoreac-
tivities were located within axons (Fig. 5 D), where
endogenous a-Syn is expressed (33). The autophagosome
marker p62/sequestosome-1 colocalized with pS129-a-Syn
bundles within the cell body (Fig. 5 E), but not with those
in the axons (Fig. 5 E, arrows). pS129-a-Syn bundles within
the cell body also colocalized with ubiquitin (Fig. 5 F). To
determine whether seeding affects the integrity of neurons
in primary cultures, neurons were stained with anti-Homer
antibodies, and the density of synapses was quantified. A
slight reduction in Homer-positive synapses was observed
in neurons where endogenous a-Syn was seeded by fi-
brils-91 (Fig. S3 A).

1% sarkosyl extract was prepared from seeded neurons
and analyzed on 12% SDS-PAGE gel without a stacking
layer. Western blot analysis revealed pS129-a-Syn immuno-
reactivity for ribbons and fibrils-91 polymorphs (Fig. 5 G,
left). Mouse-specific a-Syn detected monomeric (all
r a-Syn spots (green only) were quantified and plotted in (C). (C) A time-

x plot shows median, interquartile range, and 10–90% distribution. A Mann-

e independent experiments. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; ns, not
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conditions) as well as aggregated a-Syn (ribbons and fibrils-
91 conditions) (Fig. 5G,middle). Surprisingly, the immuno-
reactivity for fibrils-91 was not higher than that of ribbons as
anticipated. This could be due to differential turnover of
pS129-a-Syn aggregates seeded by fibrils, fibrils-91, and
ribbons. We conclude from these observations that a-Syn
fibrillar polymorphs binding to neurons is key for seeding
endogenous a-Syn. Indeed, the fibrillar polymorph that
bound the best within 1 h (Fig. 2) seeded the most after
1 week (Fig. 5).
Seeded pS129-a-Syn aggregates are composed
of multiple elongated intertwined structures

We performed STORM imaging to visualize seeded pS129-
a-Syn at higher resolution to determine whether they exhibit
different macromolecular characteristics. Aggregated
axonal pS129-a-Syn exhibited multiple microscopic elon-
gated structures irrespective of the fibrillar polymorphs the
neurons were exposed to (Fig. 6, A–C). The thickness of
the elongated structures was within the range 30–40 nm.
We next assessed the time course of these elongated struc-
tures formation using the polymorph fibrils-91, which yields
the largest amount of pathology. Aggregated axonal pS129-
a-Syn formation was imaged by STORM after exposure of
primary neurons to fibrillar polymorphs for 2, 3, and 6 days
(Fig. 6 D). The elongated structures appear as early as
2 days postexposure. They are fewer in number at 2
(Fig. 6 D, top panel) than 3 (Fig. 6 D, middle panel) and
6 (Fig. 6D, bottom panel) days postexposure. Quantification
confirms that the number of pS129-a-Syn molecules (detec-
tion events) within the aggregates (Fig. 6 E) and the area
occupied by aggregates (Fig. 6 F) increases from day 2 to
6. STORM imaging also revealed a time-dependent thick-
ening of those elongated structures with the appearance of
bundles (Fig. 6 D, bottom row).
Differential a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs binding
and seeding in organotypic slice cultures

To determine whether fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs binding
to neurons and seeding in vivo mirrors the observations
we report using primary neuronal culture, we developed
an ex vivo organotypic hippocampal slices model. Slices
maintained for 2 weeks after plating were exposed for
endogenous a-Syn aggregation after exposure of primary neuronal cultures to the

using the monoclonal anti-pS129-a-Syn antibody 81A. (C) Quantification of th

fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs is shown. The box plot shows median, interquartile ran

fibrils-91, 34, from three independent experiments. A Mann-Whitney test was p

iment. (D) Seeded endogenous pS129-a-Syn (green) within axons (red, labeled w

by the autophagy marker p62 (red) in the cell body, but not in the processes (arr

sarkosyl extract from unseeded or polymorph-seeded neurons is shown. Western

and probing for pS129-a-Syn (left), endogenous mouse a-Syn (middle), and tub

pS129-a-Syn can be detected in ribbons- and fibrils-91-seeded neurons (left an

(middle).
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15 min to the fibrillar polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, and fi-
brils-91 labeled with ATTO-550 (0.75 mM). The different
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs bound to all the available sur-
face of organotypic slices (Fig. 7 A). As for primary
neuronal cultures, the polymorph fibrils bound the least,
whereas the polymorph fibrils-91 bound the most (Fig. 7,
A and B). Seeding of endogenous a-Syn by the different
fibrillar polymorphs was next assessed. The slices were
fixed 4, 7, or 14 days postexposure to exogenous fibrillar
a-Syn polymorphs (Fig. 7, C–E), and aggregated a-Syn
was detected using pS129-a-Syn immunolabeling with
the mouse monoclonal antibody 81A (Fig. 7, green). Pro-
cesses immunopositive for pS129-a-Syn were visible as
early as 4 days after exposure to the polymorph fibrils-
91, but not after exposure to the other fibrillar polymorphs
(Fig. 7, D and E). At day 7, few pS129-a-Syn-positive pro-
cesses were detected in slices exposed to the polymorphs
fibrils and ribbons (Fig. 7, D and E). By day 14, slices
exposed to ribbons exhibited a larger number of pS129-
a-Syn-positive processes than those exposed to fibrils,
albeit fewer than those exposed to fibrils-91 (Fig. 7, D
and E). No hippocampal region specificity was observed.
As for the primary neuronal cultures, pS129-a-Syn aggre-
gates are made from the endogenous a-Syn because similar
results were obtained with exogenous fibrillar polymorphs
made of an a-Syn version (a-Syn S129A) that cannot be
phosphorylated on serine residue 129 (Fig. S4). The resid-
ual fluorescence of exogenous fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs
were also assessed on days 4, 7, and 14 (Fig. 7 F). A
time-dependent decrease, demonstrating clearance and
degradation of exogenous fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs,
was observed.

Loosely packed aggregated bundles of endogenous
pS129-a-Syn (Fig. 7, G and H, green) were observed in
neuron cell bodies (Fig. 7 G, gray) either frequently or oc-
casionally upon exposure of the slices to the fibrillar poly-
morphs fibrils-91 or ribbons, respectively. The extent of
pS129-a-Syn aggregation was very low (Fig. 7 E) in slices
exposed to the polymorph fibrils, and no aggregated bundles
were seen in the experimental timeframe. These structures
stained positive for autophagosome marker p62/sequesto-
some-1 (Fig. 7 H, red). Notably, p62 only colocalized
with cytosolic bundled aggregates, but not individual pro-
cesses (Fig. 7 H, arrows), as observed in primary cultures
(Fig. 5 E).
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91 is shown, imaged

e area occupied by aggregated pS129-a-Syn after exposure to the different

ge, and 10–90% distribution. Number of images (n): fibrils, 30; ribbons, 34;

erformed, ***p < 0.001. The dot plot shows the averaged value per exper-

ith anti-t antibody) is shown. (E) pS129-a-Syn bundles (green) are stained

ows). (F) pS129-Syn bundles (green) are stained by ubiquitin (red). (G) 1%

blots after migration of extracts on SDS-PAGE gels without stacking layer

ulin (right) are shown. * represents the correct detected bands. Aggregated

d middle). Soluble endogenous mouse a-Syn is detected in all conditions
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The dependence of seeding on the concentration of exog-
enous fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs was next assessed. For
all three fibrillar polymorphs, a significant increase in the
amount of pS129-a-Syn labeling was observed upon
increasing seed concentration by twofold (Fig. 7 I). The in-
crease in the median values was 100.5, 621.2, and 73.4% for
the fibrillar polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91,
respectively (Fig. 7 J).

To determine whether seeding affects neuronal integrity
within the organotypic slices, the slices were stained with
anti-Homer antibodies, and the density of synapses was
quantified after seeding. No reduction in Homer-positive
synapses was observed (Fig. S3 B). Additionally, no observ-
able difference in neuronal labeling was observed 1 week af-
ter seeding with the different fibrillar polymorphs (Fig. S5).
We conclude from these observations that distinct fibrillar
a-Syn polymorphs bind and trigger the aggregation of
endogenous a-Syn to different extents ex vivo. We further
conclude that they do so in a concentration-dependent
manner within the concentration range we explored.
Biophysical Journal 118, 1–20, March 24, 2020 13
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We also assessed the localization of p129-a-Syn relative
to oligodendrocytes and the impact of microglia depletion
from the organotypic slices on p129-a-Syn deposits. We
found no p129-a-Syn deposits in Olig2-positive cells for sli-
ces exposed to fibrils and fibrils-91 polymorphs. For rib-
bons, we did observe occasional p129-a-Syn reactivity
within Olig2-positive oligodendrocytes (Fig. S6). Because
the exposed surfaces of organotypic slices are known to
be enriched in microglia, we completely depleted those cells
with colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor inhibitor,
PLX3397 (34). This did not alter p129-a-Syn immunoreac-
tivity, demonstrating that microglia do not affect seeding in
neurons in our setup (Fig. S7).
Differential redistribution of synaptic a3-NKA/
GluA2-AMPA/GluN2B-NMDA in primary neurons
exposed to a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs

We next assessed the distribution of key synaptic compo-
nents in seeded neurons by immunohistochemistry. Expo-
sure was performed on DIV 14 for 15 min, and the cells
were fixed on DIV 21 as above. No synaptic morphological
changes were observed within the experimental time frame
we used in agreement with previous observations (10). Dual
detection was performed for a3-NKA (Fig. 8, A and B),
GluA1-subunit of AMPA receptors (Fig. 8, F and G),
GluA2-subunit of AMPA receptors (Fig. 8, C and D),
GluN2B-subunit of NMDA receptors (Fig. 8, E and F), or
metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) (Fig. 8, H
and I), along with Homer or PSD95, to identify excitatory
synapses. Increased a3-NKA, GluA2-AMPA, and
GluN2B-NMDA, but not GluA1-AMPA receptor or
mGluR5, at synapses was observed for neurons exposed to
the a-Syn fibrillar polymorph fibrils (Fig. 8). Neurons
exposed to a-Syn polymorph fibrils-91 exhibited increased
synaptic clustering of a3-NKA, but not GluA2-AMPA,
GluN2B-NMDA, or GluA1-AMPA receptors or mGluR5
(Fig. 8). In contrast, exposure of neurons to the a-Syn
interquartile range, and 10–90% distribution. A Mann-Whitney test was perform

fibrils-91 from three independent experiments. *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01, ***p< 0.0

assess the seeding of endogenous a-Syn by exogenous fibrillar a-Syn polymorp

maintained for 14 days in culture (day 0) were exposed to 0.75 or 1.5 mMATTO-

transferred to a fresh slice culture medium. Slices were fixed at different days and

for pS129-a-Syn was performed. (D–F) Representative images (D) showing se

row), exogenous-a-Syn-ATTO-550 (red, applied at 0.75 mM, middle row), and

slices to fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91 are shown. Th

total fluorescence of exogenous-a-Syn-ATTO-550 was plotted in (F). The box

Whitney test was performed to compare the difference from day 4 for each polym

experiments (left to right) was 10, 3, 4, 29, 3, 5, 37, 9, 12, and 22. *p < 0.05, *

endogenous pS129-a-Syn structures (green) within the neuronal cell body (gra

(green) are stained by the autophagy marker p62 (red) in neuron cell bodies no

endogenous a-Syn aggregation is shown. Hippocampal organotypic slices were

and fibrils-91 (0.75 or 1.5 mM) and immunolabeled with the anti-pS129-a-Syn a

pS129-a-Syn (G) is shown. The box plot shows median, interquartile range, and

difference between 0.75 and 1.5 mM for each polymorph; the number of images a

*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001. Scale bars, 10 mM.
fibrillar polymorph ribbons did not lead to a change in the
synaptic distribution of any of the proteins or receptors we
examined (Fig. 9). Our measurements demonstrate that the
a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs fibrils and fibrils-91, but not rib-
bons, alter excitatory synaptic receptors composition. We
conclude from these observations that distinct a-Syn
fibrillar polymorphs differentially redistribute key synaptic
components in seeded neurons, likely because of homeostat-
ic dysregulation.
Alteration in network activity in primary neurons
seeded with fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs

We next assessed the impact of fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs
seeding on spontaneous neuronal activity using MEA re-
cordings. Primary neurons were grown on 120-electrode
MEA plates, and their activity was sampled at 10 kHz. To
account for the inherent differences in network development
between cultures, we recorded spontaneous neuronal activ-
ity on DIV 14 (2 h before exposure to a-Syn fibrillar poly-
morphs) and on DIV 21 (1 week after exposure). Raster
plots show the network activity in each MEA in which
each row represents the spiking activity around individual
electrodes (Fig. 9, A–D). As evident from the raster plots,
the most significant decrease in neuronal spiking rate was
observed in fibrils-seeded neurons (Fig. 9, B and E). Neu-
rons seeded with the polymorphs ribbons and fibrils-91
exhibit no or weak reduction in neuronal activity (Fig. 9).
This observation, together with the finding that neurons
exposed to the polymorph fibrils exhibit the lowest pS129-
a-Syn load (Fig. 5 C) and the strongest redistribution of syn-
aptic receptor (Fig. 8, B, D, and F), suggests that neuronal
network activity is most affected by the polymorph fibrils.
DISCUSSION

We and others previously showed that megadalton fibrillar
a-Syn assemblies propagate from cell to cell (4,35–39).
ed. Number of images analyzed (n): 16 for fibrils, 16 for ribbons, and 12 for

01. Scale bars, 5 mm. (C) A schematic representation of the protocol used to

hs fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91 is given. Hippocampal organotypic slices

550-labeled fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs for 15 min, washed extensively, and

stored at 4�C until the end of the experiment, when immunohistochemistry

eded endogenous pS129-a-Syn labeled with the antibody 81A (green, top

overlaid channels (bottom row) after exposure of hippocampal organotypic

e percentage of area occupied by pS129-a-Syn was plotted in (E), and the

plot shows median, interquartile range, and 10–90% distribution. A Mann-

orph; the number of images (n) acquired with inclusions from three to five

*p < 0.0.01, ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant. (G) Aggregated bundles of

y, labeled with anti-NeuN antibody) are shown. (H) pS129-a-Syn bundles

t in the processes (arrows). (I and J) Concentration-dependent seeding of

exposed on day 0 to fibrillar a-Syn-ATTO-550 polymorphs fibrils, ribbons,

ntibody 81A on day 14 (F). Quantification of percentage area occupied by

10–90% distribution. A Mann-Whitney test was performed to compare the

cquired from four experiments (left to right) was 16, 27, 22, 35, 25, and 31.
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polymorphs. (A–J) Immunocytochemistry on DIV 21 of (A) a3-NKA (red) and Homer (green), (C) GluA2-AMPA receptors (red) and PSD95 (green),
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(green). Primary neurons were exposed (15 min, 250 nM) to the fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs fibrils, ribbons, and fibrils-91 on DIV 14. Quantification of in-
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*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant. Dot plot shows the averaged value per experiment. Scale bars, 5 mM.
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This is consistent with the hypothesis made by Braak for the
spread of a pathogen within the central nervous system via
neuroanatomical connections in PD (40). We also estab-
lished that exogenous fibrillar assemblies made of WT
a-Syn with distinct structural properties trigger pathological
phenotypes characteristic of PD and MSA and imprint their
structural characteristics to the monomeric a-Syn they re-
cruit (4,5). This suggests a structure-pathology relationship.
We demonstrate here that distinct WT a-Syn fibrillar poly-
morphs bind to neurons with different efficiencies. We show
that the binding, uptake, and seeding of distinct exogenous
a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs alter synaptic NMDA, AMPA,
and a3-NKA distribution to different extents. We bring ev-
idence for a tight relationship between binding and seeding
efficiencies in in vitro and an ex vivo model of synucleinop-
athy. Indeed, we show that distinct exogenous a-Syn
fibrillar polymorphs trigger the aggregation of endogenous
monomeric a-Syn to different extents. This indicates that
the binding of exogenous fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs to neu-
rons is key for uptake and amplification by seeding. Our
findings further establish the function of the plasma mem-
brane as a chemical reactor favoring molecular interactions
and the formation of protein clusters by restricting a-Syn
fibrillar polymorphs diffusion space from three dimensions
to two dimensions (29).
Differential fibrillar a-Syn polymorph binding and
clustering in primary and organotypic slice
cultures

Intracerebral injection of exogenous a-Syn assemblies is
widely used to document their prion-like propagation and
the accumulation of pS129-a-Syn (4,6,36,37,41). This
experimental approach is nonetheless unsuitable to assess
cellular mechanistic processes occurring within short time-
frames (hours to days) after the interaction of exogenous
a-Syn assemblies with a naı̈ve neuron. Indeed, detectable
levels of pathological pS129-a-Syn deposits appear only
2–3 months postinjection, after spine loss begins (42). Pri-
mary neuronal culture models represent an alternative to
in vivo studies (13). However, most existing protocols are
based on the continuous exposure of 5- to 7-day-old neurons
that lack mature synapses (43) to exogenous a-Syn assem-
blies. We therefore developed a robust model based on the
use of 14- to 21-day-old primary neurons and backed it up
with 14- to 28-day-old organotypic slice cultures, in which
neuronal circuitry is maintained, to assess over minutes to
2 weeks the binding and seeding propensities of exogenous
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs and the consequences of these
events. We chose hippocampal neurons despite the fact that
the striatum and substantia nigra are affected the most in vivo
by Lewy pathology. This choice is justified by the fact that
seeded aggregation of a-Syn in hippocampal neurons has
been well documented (13) and our recent finding that seed-
ing in hippocampal neurons is more efficient than in cortical
and striatal counterparts (J. Courte, L. Bousset, Y. von Box-
berg, C. Villard, R.M., J.M. Peyrin, unpublished data).

The distinct intrinsic structures fibrillar a-Syn poly-
morphs exhibit are due to the different conformations mono-
meric a-Syn adopts within the fibrillar particles. This
reflects in their shapes, morphology, proteolytic patterns,
and physical properties (5,8,18) and is expected to define
their interactomes because distinct polymorphs must expose
different amino acid stretches at their surfaces. Recent
studies reported the interaction of exogenous fibrillar
a-Syn with extracellularly exposed membrane proteins
(10,11). The recent cryo-electron microscopy structure for
the polymorph fibrils indeed reveals what amino acid
stretches and side chains are exposed to the solvent (44).
The amino acid stretches that define the interactome of
the polymorph fibrils we use here differ from those reported
to be exposed to the solvent in fibrillar polymorphs gener-
ated by others (45–48). Despite the fact that the amino
acid stretches of the distinct fibrillar polymorphs we use
Biophysical Journal 118, 1–20, March 24, 2020 17
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here, with one exception, are unknown, we know they differ
because the fibrillar polymorphs amyloid core are unlike
(5,8). We demonstrate here that a-Syn polymorph surfaces
indeed define their functional properties. They bind differ-
entially to neuronal plasma membranes, cluster, and alter
synaptic a3-NKA, NMDA, and AMPA receptor distribution
to different extents, minutes to hours after binding and
7 days later when uptake and seeding of endogenous
a-Syn has occurred.
Differential fibrillar a-Syn polymorph seeding

Strain-dependent differential seeding is known for various
amyloidogenic proteins such as scrapie prions, a-Syn, t,
and amyloid-b (4,6,49,50). We demonstrate here a relation-
ship between binding and seeding. The polymorph that
binds best, fibrils-91, seeds to the highest extent. Thus, the
differential binding of distinct fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs
appears key for their uptake, escape from the endolysosomal
compartments (30), and seeding within the cytosol of
recipient neurons. Because the distinct fibrillar a-Syn poly-
morphs were fragmented to have an average length of 40–
50 nm (compatible with endocytosis), differential uptake
cannot account for the different seeding propensities we
report. Because the different polymorphs have different
structures, as demonstrated by solid-state NMR measure-
ments (5,8), they expose different amino acid stretches on
their surfaces (9). Once taken up, distinct fibrillar poly-
morphs grow at very different rates because their different
ends recruit monomeric a-Syn at rates highly dependent
on the abundance of the conformation that can establish
highly complementary interactions with their ends. Further-
more, because distinct a-Syn polymorphs expose different
amino acid stretches on their sides, they resist clearance to
different extents and interact differentially with partner mol-
ecules ranging from proteins to lipids. Taken together, the
differential binding, growth rates, and resistance of distinct
fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs account for their differential
accumulation within neurons.

Interestingly, super-resolution imaging revealed that the
endogenous, seeded a-Syn aggregates have elongated struc-
tures (30–50 nm in width) that bundle over time into struc-
tures resembling Lewy neurites. Whether these structures
are polymorph specific and possess defined structures re-
mains unclear, and cryo-electron microscopy may allow
determining whether, in a manner similar to PolyQ inclu-
sions, they consist of fibrils interacting with cellular endo-
membranes originating from the endoplasmic reticulum (51).
Functional consequences of the differential
interaction of fibrillar a-Syn polymorphs with
neuronal membrane components

Synapses are dynamic, and they remodel in an activity- and
signaling-dependent manner (52). Differential redistribution
18 Biophysical Journal 118, 1–20, March 24, 2020
of synaptic membrane proteins, but not scaffolds (Homer,
PSD), was observed in a-Syn-polymorph-seeded neurons.
This suggest that the different polymorphs trigger different
molecular signaling pathways. Increased synaptic clustering
of a3-NKA was observed upon exposure of neurons to the
polymorphs fibrils and fibrils-91, but not ribbons. The redis-
tribution of this pump is deleterious because it prevents the
extrusion of sodium ions out of neurons (10,19). Therefore,
it is likely that the polymorphs fibrils and fibrils-91 impact a
neuron’s capacity to extrude sodium ions by forming aber-
rant clusters. Such aberrant clustering of a3-NKA creates
regions within the plasma membrane with reduced local
densities of a3-NKA (53).

We previously showed that the a-Syn polymorph fibrils
do not interact directly with AMPA and NMDA receptors
(10). Nonetheless, this polymorph triggered increased syn-
aptic accumulation of GluA2-subunit containing AMPA
and GluN2B-subunit containing NMDA receptors. Thus,
the redistribution of AMPA and NMDA is most likely due
to homeostatic dysregulation after the perturbation of
several signaling pathways (52). The polymorph fibrils-91
also triggered an increase in synaptic accumulation of
GluA2-AMPA, but not GluN2B-NMDA, receptors. Fibrils-
and fibrils-91-mediated glutamate receptor redistribution at
synapses should trigger an enhanced activity-evoked cal-
cium influx and possibly synaptic impairment. No redistri-
bution of those major synaptic components was observed
upon exposure of neurons to the polymorph ribbons. This
suggests that the fibrillar polymorph ribbons either affects
a yet unknown pathway or target other neuronal cells (4).
Several pathogenic assemblies—a-Syn (54), amyloid-b
(21,22,55), and scrapie prions (14)—have been shown to
interact with mGluR5 via PrPc. None of the fibrillar a-Syn
polymorphs we used altered mGluR5 distribution.

Neurons where a-Syn aggregation was seeded by fibrils,
but not ribbons and fibrils-91, exhibited gross alteration in
neuronal network activity without measurable alterations
in synapse density. Neurons exposed to the polymorph fi-
brils exhibit the lowest pS129-a-Syn load and the strongest
redistribution of synaptic receptor. Altogether, our findings
suggest that neuronal network activity is most affected by
the redistribution of synaptic receptors without measurable
alterations in synapse density upon exposure of naı̈ve neu-
rons to pathogenic a-Syn assemblies. This unexpected
finding may indicate that synaptic dysfunction and network
imbalance precede the appearance of pathology. Contrarily,
neurons where a-Syn aggregation was seeded with fibrils-91
displayed extensive pathology but no alteration in network
activity. The latter neurons likely compensate for the loss
of activity over time but fail to prevent cytosolic aggrega-
tion. These aggregates are potential source of ‘‘traffic
jams’’ within the cell in which different cytosolic proteins
and organelles get trapped.

Altogether, our results suggest a sequential deleterious
scenario in which the binding of distinct a-Syn fibrillar
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polymorphs to neuron plasma leads to differential redistri-
bution of essential membrane proteins, synaptic remodeling,
and impaired neuronal activity. After uptake, distinct a-Syn
fibrillar polymorphs further trigger noxious changes with
the differential seeded aggregation of endogenous a-Syn
and the impact this has on normal cytosolic trafficking
and mitochondrial function (24,56,57). This is of particular
interest in a context in which recent reports bring solid evi-
dence for the existence of a-Syn polymorphs in the brains of
patients who developed distinct synucleinopathies (58) and
for their capacity to selectively target brain regions and cells
types from the central nervous system (59,60). Our results,
together with recent reports using patient-derived patho-
genic a-Syn, highlight the importance of targeting a-Syn
aggregates’ prion-like propagation in therapeutic ap-
proaches to synucleinopathies. As for de novo-generated
a-Syn fibrillar polymorphs, the future assessment of pa-
tient-derived pathogenic a-Syn aggregates’ ability, ampli-
fied ex vivo or not, to differentially redistribute neuron
membrane proteins, remodel synapses, and seed the aggre-
gation of a-Syn in neurons may bring novel insights into
synucleinopathies.

Overall, we demonstrate here that a-Syn polymorphs’
surfaces define their binding and seeding propensity, with
subsequent differential redistribution of partner proteins at
synapses and consequences for neuronal network activity.
These findings are consistent with the view that distinct syn-
ucleinopathies may result from the changes in neuronal
membrane and cytosolic protein homeostasis different
a-Syn polymorphs trigger.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Binding of  -Syn in and out of synapses 

(A) Exposure of neurons to fibrillar -Syn polymorphs (image for Fibrils-91-ATTO550 is 

presented, red) followed by immunolabeling of excitatory pre-synaptic boutons using vGluT1 

(green) antibody. Binding and clustering of -Syn is observed both in and out of synaptic 

terminals. 

(B) Binding of -Syn polymorphs (image for Fibrils-91-ATTO550 is presented, red) on 

neuronal dendrite (labeled with GFP, green). Binding and clustering of -Syn is observed 

both in dendritic spines and shaft.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Endogenous -Syn is phosphorylated upon exposure in 

primary neuronal cultures to exogenous fibrillar polymorphs 

(A-B) Primary mature hippocampal neurons cultures were exposed to wild-type or S129A 

fibrillar polymorphs (Fibrils and Fibrils-91) (250nM, 15 min in fresh culture medium) at DIV 

14. After extensive washing, cells were transferred back to the original culture medium. 

Neurons were fixed at DIV 21 and immunolabeled for pS129--Syn (A). Similar pS129--

Syn signal was observed after exposure to wild-type or S129A fibrillar -Syn polymorphs 

(A). Quantification of the area occupied by aggregated pS129--Syn using the 81A antibody 

following exposure to the fibrillar -Syn polymorphs.  

Box-plot shows median, inter-quartile range and 10-90% distribution. Mann-Whitney test is 

performed to compare the difference; number of images (n) from 2 experiments (left to right): 

16, 22, 30, 30. ***p<0.001, ns= not significant.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. No alteration in synapse density in -Syn seeded neurons   

(A-D) Immunodetection of synapses using Homer antibody in primary neurons (A) or 

organotypic slices (B) in control or -Syn polymorphs seeded neurons. No or subtle alteration 

in synaptic density was observed (B, D). Dot plot shows average value from 7-experiments in 

cultures and 4-experiments in slices; Mann-Whitney test, **p<0.01, ns= not significant.   
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Supplementary Figure 4. Endogenous -Syn is phosphorylated upon exposure of 

organotypic slice cultures to exogenous fibrillar polymorphs 

(A-B) Organotypic slice cultures were exposed to wild-type or S129A fibrillar polymorphs 

(Fibrils and Fibrils-91 polymorphs) (1.5µM, 15 min in fresh culture medium) at day 0. After 

extensive washing, slices were transferred to a new culture medium. Slices were fixed on day 

14 and immunolabeled for pS129--Syn (A). Similar pS129--Syn signal was observed after 

exposure to wild-type or S129A fibrillar -Syn polymorphs (A). Quantification of the area 

occupied by aggregated pS129--Syn using the 81A antibody following exposure to the 

fibrillar -Syn polymorphs.  

Box-plot shows median, inter-quartile range and 10-90% distribution. Mann-Whitney test is 

performed to compare the difference; number of images (n) from 2 experiments (left to right): 

22, 21, 22, 23. *p<0.05, ns= not significant. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Morphology of organotypic slices in seeded neurons 

Low magnification images of brain slices immunostained for neuronal marker, NeuN (green) 

prior (control) or after exposure to -Syn polymorphs on Day 28 in culture after addition of 

the fibrillar polymorphs on Day 14. No alteration in hippocampal morphology is detected. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Detection of pS129--Syn aggregates in oligodendrocytes   

Organotypic slice cultures were exposed to the fibrillar polymorphs Fibrils, Ribbons and 

Fibrils-91(1.5µM) at day 0. Slices were fixed on day 14 and immunolabeled for pS129--Syn 

(81A antibody) and oligodendrocyte marker (Olig 2 antibody). No pS129--Syn deposits in 

Olig2 positive cells for slices exposed to Fibrils/Fibrils-91 polymorphs was observed. 

Occasional pS129--Syn reactivity within Olig2-positive oligodendrocytes was observed for 

Ribbons (middle). 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Unaltered seeding in organotypic slices following microglia 

depletion 

(A-B) Organotypic slice cultures were prepared (day -14) and exposed to -Syn fibrillar 

polymorphs (1.5µM, 15 min in fresh culture medium) at day 0. After extensive washing, the 

slices were transferred to a new culture medium. Slices were fixed on day 14 and 

immunolabeled for pS129--Syn and Iba1. Complete microglia depletion (A) was achieved 

using PLX3397 treatment as described in Materials and Methods. Notably fibrillar 

polymorphs seeded the aggregation of endogenous -Syn both in absence and presence of 

microglia (A, B). Dot-plot shows individual organotypic slice. Mann-Whitney test is 

performed to compare the difference; number of slices (n=10) from 3 experiments. *p<0.05, 

ns= not significant. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Quality control analysis of labeled -Syn Fibrils . MALDI-TOF 

mass spectra, from top to bottom of (A) unlabelled, (B) ATTO480, (C) ATTO550, (D) 

ATTO647 and (E) biotin-labeled wild-type -Syn Fibrils are shown. The spectra show that -

Syn is labelled on average by ≤ one ATTO480, 550, 647 or biotin molecule. Stars depict 

sinapinic acid matrix adducts. 

For mass spectrometry analysis, the samples were de-salted (with 5% acetonitrile, 0.1% 

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)) and eluted from a C18 reversed-phase Zip-Tip (Millipore, 

Billerica, MA, USA) in 50% acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA. The polypeptides were mixed in a ratio 

of 1:5 to 1:20 (v⁄v) with sinapinic acid (10 mg/mL) in 50% acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA) and 

spotted (0.5 µL) on a stainless steel MALDI target (Opti-TOF; Applied BioSystems). 

MALDI-TOF-TOF MS spectra were acquired with a MALDI-TOF⁄TOF 5800 mass 

spectrometer (Applied Biosystems) using linear mode acquisition. Acquisition and data 

analysis were performed using the Data Explorer software from Applied Biosystems.  
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